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We develop a theoretical framework that predicts and fully characterizes the diverse experimental
observations of the nonlinear, combustion wave propagation in a rotating detonation engine (RDE),
including the nucleation and formation of combustion pulses, the soliton-like interactions between
these combustion fronts, and the fundamental, underlying Hopf bifurcation to time-periodic mod-
ulation of the waves. In this framework, the mode-locked structures are classified as autosolitons,
or stably-propagating nonlinear waves where the local physics of nonlinearity, dispersion, gain, and
dissipation exactly balance. We find that the global dominant balance physics in the RDE combus-
tion chamber are dissipative and multi-scale in nature, with local fast scale (nano- to microseconds)
combustion balances generating the fundamental mode-locked autosoliton state, while slow scale
(milliseconds) gain-loss balances determine the instabilities and structure of the total number of au-
tosolitons. In this manner, the global multi-scale balance physics give rise to the stable structures -
not exclusively the frontal dynamics prescribed by classical detonation theory. Experimental obser-
vations and numerical models of the RDE combustion chamber are in strong qualitative agreement
with no parameter tuning. Moreover, numerical continuation (computational bifurcation tracking)
of the RDE analog system establishes that a Hopf bifurcation of the steadily propagating pulse train
leads to the fundamental instability of the RDE, or time-periodic modulation of the waves. Along
branches of Hopf orbits in parameter space exist a continuum of wave-pair interactions that exhibit
solitonic interactions of varying strength.
I. INTRODUCTION
Combustion instabilities are a universal phenomenon
in aerospace propulsion systems. In rockets, combus-
tion chambers can exhibit coupling between combustor
geometry, propellant injection, and local heat release
[6, 18, 20, 70, 71] which can lead to instabilities that are
capable of inducing mechanical failure [50], constituting
a major risk to the propulsion system. Historically, to
abate this risk, significant resources have been devoted
to engineer systems that damp or limit the mechanisms
responsible for the formation of instabilities. These en-
gineering tasks are not trivial: the physical processes re-
sponsible for the instabilities are highly nonlinear and
intricately coupled, often making the unit processes in-
separable. Consequently, the physics exploration of these
nonlinearities is often constrained to hardware-specific
studies. For the Rotating Detonation Engine (RDE),
Koch et al. [37] recently proposed a mathematical model
capable of reproducing the diverse, experimentally ob-
served mode-locking dynamics of the RDE. Here, we
build on this model and characterize the fundamental
dominant, multiscale balances which drive the instabili-
ties and bifurcation structure in the RDE, showing that
the mode-locked states, or autosolitons, are solitonic in
how they interact and that the Hopf bifurcation is the
fundamental, canonical instability driving bifurcations in
the combustion chamber.
∗ jvkoch@uw.edu
The RDE was first conceptualized as an alternative
to standard rocket engine designs in the late 1950s to
early 1960s [49, 61]. In the RDE, instead of the suppres-
sion of combustion instabilities, the combustion cham-
ber was designed to leverage and promote a specific and
ubiquitous instability which generated rotating combus-
tion fronts whose growth produced a number of discrete
co- and counter-propagating traveling detonation waves
that consumed injected propellant. The RDE is therefore
anomalous in that its steady operation is the saturation
of a nonlinear combustion instability, namely the pro-
motion of the self-steepening of the pressure and density
gradients caused by heat release in an annular combus-
tion chamber. The collection of detonation waves travel
in-sync with the coupled injection and exhaust processes.
However the RDE is not free from its own set of in-
stabilities: the balance between the nonlinearity of the
fluid medium and the competing physical processes of
combustion, injection, and exhaust is delicate. Rotating
detonation waves have experimentally been found to be
very sensitive to combustor boundary conditions (such as
inlet pressure and exit plane pressure), propellant heat
release, and the geometric parameters of the engine, such
as engine length and annulus circumference. For certain
conditions, rotating detonation waves have been observed
to exhibit a number of remarkable properties that differ
significantly from the freely-propagating detonations of
conventional theory. A prototypical detonation wave is a
front that connects the states of unburnt and completely
burnt mixture. Rotating detonation waves differ in that
they are pulses, where the start and end states of the
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FIG. 1. A sketch depicting the canonical flowfield of the Rotating Detonation Engine is shown with the major features
annotated. Gaseous fuel and oxidizer is injected through a number of discrete orifices that rapidly mix inside an annular
combustion chamber. A supersonic, circumferentially-traveling, reaction wave consumes the newly-mixed propellant, sustaining
the motion of the reaction wave. Emanating from this front is an oblique shock wave that sweeps the downstream flowfield.
A contact surface marks the location separating the combustion products of this particular reaction front from those of other
waves or, in this case, previous round-trips of the same wave. As the reaction front passes over the propellant injectors, the
injectors become blocked, as the reaction wave pressure is typically higher than that of injection. A time lag therefore exists
before propellant can be re-introduced to the combustion chamber. This time lag is depicted as distance behind the reaction
front before the blue reactant zone reappears. Thrust is produced from expelling the hot exhaust products rearward at high
velocity and by producing a time- and spatially- averaged high chamber pressure acting on a thrusting wall (in this cartoon,
this is the injector face). In the experimental set-up of this study, direct optical access of the annulus allows for the complete
space-time history of the detonation waves to be recorded with a high-speed camera. A single frame from an experiment is
shown in (b) with the annulus integrated pixel intensity overlaid the annulus location. Stacking each high-speed camera frame
gives (c), where line slopes correspond to wave speed. The integrated luminosity trace in (b) corresponds to the trace shown
in (c).
wave are the same. The ‘tail’ of the detonation decays as
the burnt gas can expand perpendicularly to the propa-
gation direction of the pulses. Likewise, at a particular
point in the annulus, the reactant mixture is regener-
ated within the transit time of a wave. This balance of
heat release (gain), exhaust processes (dissipation), pro-
pellant injection (gain recovery), and nonlinearity of the
medium governs the pulse shape, number, and behav-
ior [37]. Should these physical processes be unbalanced,
spatially or temporally, a wide array of spatiotemporal
dynamics are known to exist and persist, as observed in
experiments and detailed computational studies. Such
dynamics include mode-locking of pulses [37], modula-
tion of the pulse train [5, 37], and bifurcations to different
numbers of pulses [5, 9, 27, 37]. The physical mechanisms
and engineering implications of these transients and in-
stabilities are not well understood, especially with regard
to operational stability and performance.
In this article, we investigate the properties of these
detonation waves with respect to the interplay of the
physical unit processes that govern the pulse behavior.
We use a reduced-order mathematical description of the
coupling of the physical processes within the combus-
tion chamber to characterize the behavior of the pulses
across a wide range of parameter space. We find that
the collection of detonation waves exhibit solitonic prop-
erties in their interactions and balance physics. How-
ever, unlike the solitons of integrable equations, such as
the Kortewegde Vries equation, the solitonic properties
of the rotating detonation waves are consequences of the
non-local global gain dynamics and domain periodicity.
Within this context we describe the fundamental insta-
bility of the rotating detonation wave, namely a Hopf bi-
furcation from the steadily propagating wave to the time-
periodic wave modulation as seen in experiments. Our
analysis of the bifurcation structure of the mathematical
3model shows the universality of this instability: along
solution branches of traveling waves, all transients away
from the steady case travel through this bifurcation point
and develop this instability. We additionally present ex-
perimental evidence corroborating these claims.
In Section II, we begin by presenting a description of
the rotating detonation engine and by reviewing general
themes in literature. In Section III we present recent
observations of nonlinear dynamics in experiments and
in models. In Section IV, we present a summary of the
RDE analog system and analyze, numerically, the trav-
eling waves admitted by the analog system. In Section
V, we identify and discuss regimes of wave propagation
and make the autosoliton analogy. Lastly, we discuss the
engineering implications of the present study in section
V.
II. BACKGROUND
The RDE is an internal combustion engine belong-
ing to a class of engines called pressure gain combus-
tors, where the primary mechanism by which heat is
added to the flow is through constant-volume combus-
tion. Detonations, or self-sustained supersonic reaction
waves where combustion products are sonic relative to
the leading shock [16, 39], are the naturally occurring
physical process that most constant-volume combustors
seek to employ, including the RDE. RDEs typically are
designed with periodic, annular combustion chambers
(Fig. 1) that provide geometric confinement to the heat
release process. The rapid heat release in the presence
this confinement promotes the self-steepening of the gra-
dients of pressure and density within the fluid. Because
chemical reactions are accelerated with increasing pres-
sure and temperature, this creates a positive feedback
mechanism that further accelerates the reaction front.
This front continues to accelerate until the combustion
products behind the wave front are exactly sonic rela-
tive to the wave, where no ‘downstream’ influences can
affect the state of the wave. These waves travel in the
circumferential direction ingesting axially moving propel-
lant. After the propellant has been detonation-processed,
the hot and high pressure exhaust gasses are ejected
through the aft end of the device at high velocity, pro-
viding thrust. The path to maturation of RDE tech-
nology includes a detailed investigation of the physics of
rotating detonation waves, especially the relationship be-
tween detonation behavior, engineering performance, and
component-level (injection and exhaust hardware, for ex-
ample) coupling.
A number of research groups and institutions have suc-
cessfully sustained rotating detonation waves in annular
and disc-type geometries. Although the parameters that
uniquely define these specific engines vary drastically
across the literature, the behavior of the traveling detona-
tion waves contained within these engines are consistent.
Wave speed and count are metrics that are easily ob-
served and readily available in literature. An overarching
theme of the RDE community is that the speed and num-
ber of waves are related to the energy flux through the
engine [5, 15, 35, 63, 66]. The wave speeds are decidedly
slower than that of the Chapman-Jouguet detonation
[16], or the freely-propagating detonation through a pre-
mixed flowfield of the same propellant chemistry. Like-
wise, the wave speeds take on distinct ratcheting transi-
tions when energy flux is taken to be a bifurcation pa-
rameter [15]. In incrementing the number of detonation
waves by changing energy (mass) flux, the collection of
waves assumes a slower speed than the original state. The
opposite scenario also holds, where a decrement in waves
results in the remaining waves traveling faster (on the
order of 10% velocity difference [9, 15, 37, 66]). In addi-
tion to transients leading to changes in number of waves,
commonly observed are ‘galloping’ detonations, or peri-
odic modulation of detonation wave velocity [9, 13, 37].
Such modulation has been identified as a precursor to
mode changes [9]. Amplitude, speed, and phase differ-
ences of the waves become time-periodic at the onset
of this instability. Such modulation is apparent in the
spectral content of fast-response instrumentation, such
as in piezo-electric pressure sensors or high-speed camera
footage, where spectral sidebands are present and sym-
metric about a dominant carrier frequency [11]. Lastly,
extreme events such as chaotic propagation, especially
during times of ramp-up or ramp-down of propellant feed,
have been observed experimentally [4].
Most laboratory-grade RDEs in literature use gaseous
propellants injected through sets of sonic orifices into the
combustion chamber. If injection pressure is significantly
higher (about a factor of 2) than the combustion cham-
ber pressure, the propellant Mach number becomes one
at or near the exit of the injector, meaning the injector
is acoustically isolated from the combustion process. No
information can be exchanged between the combustion
and injection processes: they are decoupled. However,
as noted by many (see [4], for example), the detonation
waves posses a peak pressure typically an order of mag-
nitude greater than that of the injector feed. The impli-
cation is that the acoustic isolation is lost and the injec-
tion and combustion processes become coupled. The high
pressure detonation waves can induce blockages or back-
flow into the propellant feed systems. To alter the energy
flux through RDEs (fed with gaseous propellant through
nominally-choked injectors), one can either change the in-
jector feed pressure or the total injection area. However,
these strategies affect the injection-detonation coupling
differently [8, 36]. Consider two sets of injectors deliv-
ering equivalent mass fluxes to a combustion chamber:
one set with a larger total injection area and lower feed
pressure, and one set with smaller total injection area
and higher feed pressure. The set with a larger total
injection area has a greater potential for coupling with
the detonation waves as the detonation peak pressure is
much greater than that of injection. Significant coupling
of this type generally leads to unstable detonation behav-
4ior and/or weakly propagating waves [8, 36]. Increasing
feed pressure such that it becomes comparable to that
of the detonation waves decreases the degree of coupling,
though using large pressure ratio injectors typically lead
to large, unrecoverable pressure loss [11, 36]. The time
scales associated injection and mixing are directly related
to these metrics, along with specific injector geometries
(the aspect ratio of length to diameter), orientations (ax-
ial injection versus radial injection, for example), and
mixing schemes (impinging jets or vortical mixing, for
example).
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) models of the
RDE have been particularly useful in identifying and ex-
ploring the physical processes behind the wave behavior
and instabilities seen in experiments, including injector
coupling. With CFD, one has access to the full state of
the system. Therefore, these various wave phenomena
can be explicitly linked to performance (combustion effi-
ciency, thrust, etc.) ‘Unwrapped’ two-dimensional (2D)
domains of the annular-type RDE have been simulated
with great success [47, 52, 54–56, 58]. These models es-
tablished the flow field of the RDE with respect to differ-
ent geometric and operational parameters, and have been
instrumental in characterizing the modes and instabilities
of rotating detonation waves. In 2D domains, the inlet
boundary condition is critical in determining the global
behavior of the simulation. A common approach (see [54]
for a detailed presentation) is to treat the inlet boundary
as a solid wall (zero mass flux) if the pressure in the do-
main is larger than the prescribed injection pressure. If
the pressure in the domain is less than the injection pres-
sure, the velocity at the inlet takes on super- or sub-sonic
values corresponding to isentropic nozzle expansion of a
certain area ratio (injection area relative to combustor
annulus area). The prescribed area ratio and injection
pressure dictate the time lag behind the passing waves
before propellant can be reintroduced to the domain.
Long-time history of the propellant regeneration of these
simulations show explicitly the ‘self-adjustment’ mech-
anism [42] whereby the collection of detonation waves
mode-lock to symmetric and maximal phase differences.
Studies have been extended to three-dimensional (3D)
domains [24, 57, 69] to investigate the interaction of
traveling detonations on propellant injection, mixing,
and exhaust processes. As computing power increases,
these full-3D simulations have naturally been refined to
match specific hardware and propellants used [19, 40, 51].
Several studies have focused exclusively on the stabil-
ity and behavior of the traveling waves in 2D and 3D
[25, 64, 65, 67, 68]. Computational expense becomes a
significant problem as one increases complexity in the
modeling. Because the flow field of the RDE is inherently
low-dimensional (a number of waves traveling at a cer-
tain speed is all one needs to recreate the major features
of the flow), a number of groups have shifted efforts to
simplifying the modeling and analysis to exploit this low-
dimensionality [30, 33, 46] with varying degrees of suc-
cess. These studies use geometric scaling and ‘black box’
numerical techniques to tie together the physical pro-
cesses of injection, detonation, and flow expansion and
exhaust to determine representative flow fields. With
these studies, time-to-solution is prioritized over accu-
racy. Data-driven methods, like Dynamic Mode Decom-
position (DMD), have also been used to extract dominant
features from high-speed camera footage and investigate
the interaction of these features [12].
Despite the success of using computational models to
determine the RDE flow field and to predict performance
with some confidence, the investigation of the fundamen-
tal physics governing the behavior of the collection of
waves is dilluted by the arbitrarily high-dimensional na-
ture of these formulations. While these studies certainly
have merit in the engineering development of specific
hardware, they are necessarily constrained to condition-
or geometry-specific models and do not generalize to
other engines, propellants, boundary conditions, or cou-
pling schemes. These complications drive the state-of-
the-art further into increasing fidelity and computational
cost.
In [37], we introduced an alternative view of the rotat-
ing detonation process. We extended the Majda detona-
tion analog [44] to model an autowave process; i.e., one
that produces solitarily propagating detonative pulses
traveling about a periodic domain. The model is a sim-
ple 2-component coupled partial differential equation sys-
tem readily solved by conventional numerical techniques.
This model marks a significant departure from the mod-
eling state-of-the-art in that it stresses global energy dy-
namics and long-time behavior over accuracy and device-
and condition-specific computational studies. The ap-
proach adequately captures the non-locality (meaning
the behavior at a single spatial location is coupled to
all other locations) of the energy balance that leads to
the diverse behavior seen in experiments. The physics
are simplified in this approach: for the pulses to steadily
propagate, gain and loss must exactly offset, subject to
the nonlinearity (possessing a Burgers’-type flux) and pe-
riodicity of the medium. This perspective is adopted
from the nonlinear waves community (see [2, 17, 53]).
Localized structures that self-organize and propagate as
a response to energy pumping from an external source
are called dissipative solitons or autosolitons. We clas-
sify rotating detonation waves as such.
The precedent exists for the classification of reac-
tion waves into this mathematical physics framework.
Reaction-diffusion systems in active media have been
known to exhibit solitonic properties and have a rich
mathematical framework with which they can be ana-
lyzed [45]. More topical are flamons [45] and the phe-
nomenon of spinning reaction fronts [3]. In the engineer-
ing community, tangential rocket combustion instabilities
have been classified as solitonic [41]. The pulses of the
RDE are differ from those in literature in that the pulse
fronts are discontinuous. Our treatment of the reaction
front remains rooted in the detonation phenomenon as
we retain the nonlinearity that leads to shock formation,
5whereas the formulations of reaction-diffusion systems
neglect this nonlinearity.
To adopt the view of solitonic propagation of rotating
detonation waves has high value. The physical processes
responsible for pulse shape and behavior are known. This
view therefore de-emphasizes the hardware or condition-
specific considerations and does not require the resolu-
tion of the complete flow field. Potentially the greatest
benefit of this perspective are the ability to determine
relationships between stability, performance, and model
parameters.
Note that in this article we have restricted our discus-
sion to co-rotating waves exclusively, despite the preva-
lence of counter-rotating in literature. The inclusion of
counter-rotating waves is the subject of future studies.
III. EXPERIMENTS
For this article, we have collected a series of ob-
servations from experiments that highlight the spatio-
temporal dynamics of the detonation waves. The ro-
tating detonation engine used is a gaseous oxygen- and
methane-fed engine based on a 76mm outer annulus di-
ameter and 76mm core length. Each experiment consists
of a minimum of 0.5 seconds of ‘hot’ operation where
the feed lines and combustion chamber pressures have
settled to steady values. The engine is mounted to a
large dump volume that captures all engine exhaust. Be-
cause the system is closed, both the inlet (feed pressure)
and outlet (dump volume pressure) boundary conditions
can be controlled and independently set. Likewise, rout-
ing the exhaust into a dump volume has allowed for the
safe installation of an optical viewport roughly 2 meters
downstream of the engine. Using a high speed camera,
the complete spatio-temporal history of the detonation
waves is recorded for each experiment. These space-time
histories are the primary metric by which we compare our
model to experiments. A single frame from an example
high-speed recording is shown in Fig. 1. The location
of the annulus is overlaid with black circles. By inte-
grating the pixel intensity around the annulus for each
frame of the video [10], a profile of the luminosity can be
constructed and stacked through time to yield a spatio-
temporal history (Fig. 1) of the detonation waves in an
experiment. In this view, slopes correspond to wave an-
gular velocity. For the experiment shown in Fig. 1, the
wave motion is steady through time.
We present here a subset of experiments that exhibit
a modulational instability with the goal of characterizing
this phenomena with a reduced-order model in Section
IV. Figures 2 and 3 show different numbers of waves in
the annulus that travel with a modulated speed, ampli-
tude, and phase difference. For these figures, we plot
these histories against time normalized by the average
round-trip time of a wave. The time units correspond to
number of round trips. Raw integrated pixel luminosity
for a two-wave modulation case is given in Fig. 2a. In
viewing this space-time history, it is apparent that in this
experiment the waves have two modes of propagation.
The first mode is characterized by a stronger (higher am-
plitude), faster moving pulse. The second mode is char-
acterized by a significantly weaker, slowly moving pulse.
The two co-existing waves in the RDE annulus regularly
alternate between these propagation modes. The point
at which the waves ‘switch’ modes is at the local maxima
of the modulation; i.e., when the two waves are closest
together. At this close range, a fundamentally different
balance physics exists that changes the behavior of the
waves. The strengths and speeds of the waves are directly
tied to the amount and distribution of available reactant
in the annulus. Immediately after a wave-pair interac-
tion, the (now) faster of the two waves has an excess of
reactant through which it can propagate stably (with a
constant velocity and amplitude). This imbalance of pro-
pellant distribution exists because: (i) the weaker wave
has not blocked propellant injection to the degree that
the stronger wave has, and (ii) a temporal imbalance ex-
ists corresponding to the large amplitude phase differ-
ences of the waves. Because the stronger wave travels
faster than its counterpart, it approaches the tail of the
slower wave, where the amount of renewed reactant is
significantly less than required to sustain the speed and
amplitude of the strong wave. This strong wave there-
fore decelerates, as the dissipative processes (exhaust)
now dominate the physics. At this point of interaction,
the phase difference between the strong and weak waves
is small - on the order of 45 degrees or pi/4 radians. The
accompanying phase difference - the one preceding the
weak wave - is therefore 2pi − pi/4. With these large
phase differences (and accompanying time lags), reactant
regeneration asymptotically approaches a state of com-
plete ‘refill’, where no combustion products are present in
the flow and the reactant is fully mixed. The weaker wave
now rapidly gains strength: the input energy to the wave
overwhelms the dissipative processe. Finally, the tran-
sition to the stronger mode of propagation is complete
when the energy input to the wave exactly balances the
dissipative processes. This saturation of the growth of
the waves is explicitly seen in the spatio-temporal history
of the experiment: the paths of the waves are straight
lines (paths of constant velocity) connected by brief pe-
riods of nonlinear wave-to-wave interaction. Displayed in
Fig. 3a is similar time-periodic modulation, though with
three waves.
All experiments possessing this modulational instabil-
ity share a similar spectrum. A carrier frequency corre-
sponding to the average velocity (or, if normalized as in
Figs. 2c and 3c, a count of the waves in the domain)
is accompanied by sidebands symmetric about the car-
rier frequency. By recasting the wave trajectories into
the reference frame of the velocity corresponding to the
carrier frequency, one can visualize the same dynamics
as deviations from the average velocity. The sidebands
in the spectra correspond to frequencies near that which
would appear for an increment or decrement in number
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FIG. 2. Raw integrated pixel intensity of RDE annulus through time is shown in (a) for an experiment with large-amplitude
modulation. The two waves present in the domain exchange strength and amplitude in a regular fashion. At each wave collision,
the waves nonlinearly interact, leaving an observable phase shift in the trajectories of the waves. The data shown in (a) is
recast into the mean-velocity reference frame in (c). Here, the oscillations in phase difference between the waves is explicit.
The accompanying spectrum in (c) shows the frequency content in terms of wave count (unit of abscissa). Sidebands exist
symmetric about the wave count frequency of two, though dominating the frequency content is the lower sideband as this
experiment is near a bifurcation point to one wave.
(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG. 3. Shown in (a) is raw pixel luminosity for a three-wave modulation case in the laboratory reference frame. Recasting
this to the mean-velocity reference frame (b), the oscillations in phase difference become explicit. Although this instability is
the same type as displayed in the two wave case of Fig. 2, the amplitude of the modulation is less severe. The spectrum of the
experiment is shown in (c), with sidebands near wave counts of two and four symmetric about the carrier frequency of three
waves.
of waves. For example, for the three wave case of Fig.
3, the spectrum shows a dominant (carrier) frequency
of three waves with sidebands at approximately two and
four waves. Figure 2b is the representation of the data
contained in Fig . 2a recast into the reference frame of
the mean velocity of the waves by the transformation
ψ = θ − ct, where c corresponds to the speed associ-
ated with the carrier frequency of the spectrum. In this
reference frame, the oscillations of phase difference be-
tween the waves is explicit, as is the modulation of wave
amplitude. The lower-amplitude modulations of Fig. 3
do exhibit the same characteristics of the two wave case,
through the range of interaction for these cases is observ-
ably larger than that of the two wave case.
In the brief wave-to-wave interactions, the waves ex-
hibit solitonic behavior. The strong wave assumes the
shape and velocity of that of the weaker and is displaced
by a small phase shift. Likewise, the weak wave assumes
the shape and velocity of that of the stronger wave -
again displaced by a small phase shift. This interaction
is most easily observed with close-scale interactions. In
Fig. 4, displayed is a single period of oscillation extracted
from the two wave modulation case of Fig. 2. The time
shifts ∆t yielding phase shifts ∆θ give the interaction the
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FIG. 4. A single period of modulation for the data in Fig. 2 in the laboratory reference frame is shown in (a). The two waves
present in the combustion chamber interact nonlinearly, producing observable time and phase shifts. Such kinematic traces are
hallmarks of solitonic interactions. The data in (a) is shown in the mean-velocity reference frame in (b).
appearance of a solitonic collision.
IV. THE RDE ANALOG SYSTEM
Our goal is to use a reduced-order mathematical formu-
lation to (i) reproduce, qualitatively, the modulational in-
stability and solitonic interactions of collections of rotat-
ing detonation waves, and (ii) characterize the conditions
under which these instabilities develop. We first summa-
rize the mathematical model first presented in Koch et
al. [37]. This model builds upon the Majda detonation
analog to account for dissipation, reactant regeneration,
and periodic boundaries. Using this model, we run a
sweep of numerical simulations to survey wave behav-
ior. Lastly we use numerical continuation to extract the
traveling wave branches (and deviating branches) as a
function of a bifurcation parameter.
A. Model Formulation
The model quantifies the spatio-temporal evolution of
a property analogous to specific internal energy, u(x, t),
on a one dimensional (1D) periodic domain:
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂x
= q (1− λ)ω(u)− u2 (1)
∂λ
∂t
= (1− λ)ω(u)− λβ(u), (2)
where q is the propellant heat release,  is a loss coeffi-
cient, ω is the rate law for the combustion kinetics, and
β is the injection model. The model is normalized such
that x maps to θ ∈ [0, 2pi) with periodic boundary condi-
tions imposed due to the circular structure of the rocket
engine (See Fig. 1).
In this study, we treat the chemical kinetics as Arrhe-
nius in type, with the functional form of:
ω(u) = k exp
(
u− uc
α
)
, (3)
where k is a pre-exponential factor, uc is prescribed ‘ig-
nition temperature’, and α is analogous to activation
energy. Note that as written, the kinetics are auto-
catalytic: ω(u) > 0 always. The evolution of the combus-
tion progress variable λ is governed by the competition
of combustion (following the rate law of ω(u)) and injec-
tion (following the injection model β(u)). For injection,
we use an activation function that sufficiently mimics in-
jection from choked orifices:
β(u) =
sup
1 + exp (r(u− up)) , (4)
where sup is the time constant for the regeneration of λ.
In real engines, s is influenced by the injection scheme,
mixing effectiveness, and total injection area. The quan-
tity up corresponds to injection pressure. This form
asymptotically assumes the value of the numerator if the
value of u is small compared to up. In the limit as u be-
comes much larger than up, β(u) approaches zero. Simi-
larly, if either s or up is zero, there is no regeneration of
λ. In this manner, the parameter up is used to control
the injection sensitivity threshold. Lastly, the quadratic
loss term, u2, is the imposition of expansion processes
on the exhaust-side of the traveling waves.
The model’s steady (or quasi-steady) state exists when
the energy flux into and out of the domain balance. This
condition is met when the integrated losses are equal to
the integrated heat release over the domain:
E˙domain =
∫ L
0
q(1− λ)ω(u)dx−
∫ L
0
u2dx (5)
8For steady planar deflagration fronts and mode-locked
traveling wave solutions, the integrals exactly balance
and E˙domain = 0. For oscillatory plane waves, E˙domain 6=
0: there is periodic accumulation and ejection of energy
in the domain that oscillates in-phase with injection and
heat release, similar to the autoignition model of Frank-
Kamenetskii [22, 23].
Transient phenomena, such as the initial start-up of a
simulation or immediately after ignition of an RDE, ex-
hibit an imbalance of the integrals in Eqn. 5: E˙domain >
0. From the initial condition of zero combustion, the
losses in the chamber are minimal. An accumulation of
u will occur until the domain satisfies the relationship in
Eqn. 5. A direct consequence of this behavior is the influ-
ence of the accumulation of u on the kinetic model. As
u increases with the onset of combustion, the chemical
reactions governed by the simplified Arrhenius kinetics
are accelerated. This feedback mechanism promotes de-
flagration in the entirety of the domain, which can then
transition to a number of detonations. This process is
the physical mechanism for wave nucleation in RDEs.
B. Modulation of the Deflagration State
We first consider the plane wave case. Modulational
instabilities play a critical role in driving the overall dy-
namics of a similar damp-driven system of mode-locked
lasers [37], where the instability/stability of plane wave
solutions determine the overall global dynamics [1, 14].
Plane waves satisfy the further-reduced coupled ordinary
differential equations:
du
dt
= qk (1− λ) exp
(
u− uc
α
)
− u2 (6)
dλ
dt
= k (1− λ) exp
(
u− uc
α
)
− supλ
1 + exp (r (u− up)) (7)
Stationary solutions (a steady, planar deflagration front)
exist for u2 = q (1− λ)ω(u) and (1− λ)ω(u) = λβ(u).
These fixed points can be found numerically. Figure 5a
displays fixed points for the deflagration system for the
parameters listed in Table I. The spectrum of the lin-
earized system evaluated at the fixed points yields Fig.
5b. For small dissipation and heat release, the steady pla-
nar deflagration is linearly stable. For high energy flux
conditions, an instability can form leading to the growth
of oscillations and a stable limit cycle (as shown in Fig.
5b-d). This is a Hopf bifurcation with the injection sensi-
tivity threshold (up) as the bifurcation parameter. This
instability physically corresponds to the axial injector-
combustion-exhaust resonance experimentally observed
by many in literature [4, 37].
TABLE I. Plane Wave Simulation Parameters
α uc s k r
0.3 1.1 1.0 1 5
TABLE II. Traveling Wave Simulation Parameters
L q0 α uc s k  r ν1 ν2 DCJ
2pi 1.0 0.3 1.1 3.5 1 0.15 5 0.0075 0.0075 2
C. Bifurcation Structure of Traveling Waves
We use the open-source finite volume code PyClaw [34]
to perform the direct numerical simulations of the model
and the Matlab-based software pde2path [59, 60] to per-
form the numerical continuation. However, the model
system as written in Eqns. 1 and 2 admits solutions with
discontinuities. Although PyClaw is well-suited to han-
dle shocks, pde2path was originally intended for systems
of elliptic partial differential equations. To facilitate the
bifurcation analysis, the model system is necessarily reg-
ularized with diffusion such that the solutions become
continuous, albeit still possessing sharp gradients char-
acteristic of the reaction fronts. We therefore perform
our bifurcation study of the modified system:
∂u
∂t
= ν1
∂2u
∂x2
−u∂u
∂x
+kq (1− λ) exp
(
u− uc
α
)
−u2 (8)
∂λ
∂t
= ν2
∂2λ
∂x2
+ k (1− λ) exp
(
u− uc
α
)
− supλ
1 + exp (r (u− up)) , (9)
where the constants ν1 and ν2 are diffusivities associated
with the combustion (diffusing u) and injection (diffusing
λ) processes, respectively. The model parameters used in
this study are listed in Table II.
A bifurcation diagram showing the peak amplitude of
the domain as a function of the parameter up (injection
sensitivity threshold) is shown in Fig. 6, as computed
by numerical simulation on a converged grid with Py-
Claw. Each simulation was initialized with a singe lo-
calized pulse u(x, 0) = (3/2)sech20(x − 1) with a ’half
combustion’ condition of λ(x, 0) = 0.5.
At up = 0, the injection term β is zero and the en-
tire domain dissipates to a zero value. As up increases,
a planar deflagration front forms: the dissipation term
(−u2) first dominates the dynamics of the domain, pro-
hibiting the formation of stable pulses, then relaxing to
exactly balance the input energy given by a non-zero β.
At a critical value of up ≈ 0.56, the initial pulse can form
a single stably-propagating wave of a significant ampli-
tude. At this condition, the input-output energy bal-
ance is still satisfied, but the time scale corresponding
to the round-trip time of the wave (the speed of which
is determined by the energy release associated with the
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up = 0.55
FIG. 5. (a) Fixed points of the deflagration system of Eqs. 6 and 7 for the parameters listed in Table I. The spectrum of the
linearized system evaluated at the fixed points is shown in (b). A Hopf bifurcation to a stable limit cycle exists at up ≈ 0.55.
The eigenvalues of the black diamonds in (b) correspond to those of the system simulated in (c) and its associated phase plane
in (d). The initial condition for the simulation is the red circle in (c) and (d).
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FIG. 6. A bifurcation diagram of the RDE model analog
showing peak amplitude of the simulated domain is shown in
(a). Model parameters are listed in Table II. In increasing the
bifurcation parameter up from zero, the system initially ex-
hibits planar deflagration fronts, then traveling waves (from 1
to 5 waves), then back to a deflagration front. The associated
speeds of the traveling waves are given in (b).
.
Arrhenius kinetics) has become comparable to the time
scales of gain regeneration (sup) and dissipation. Con-
tinuing to increase up increases the peak amplitude of
the single wave until up ≈ 0.65, where a transition to
two waves occurs. This transition marks the point at
which the mean value of u in the domain has accelerated
the kinetics to the point where the effects of parasitic
deflagration (combustion that is not associated with the
traveling waves) and detonative combustion on the do-
main are of the same order. The single wave’s amplitude
decreases as the parasitic deflagration is consuming a in-
creasing amount of the available energy. Once the para-
sitic deflagration can self-steepen to form a shock during
the round-trip time of a detonation wave, a deflagration-
to-detonation transition occurs and the number of waves
increases by one. This transition is seen in Fig. 6 when
increasing up above 0.65 (a transition from one to two
waves) and again around 0.9, 1.07, and 1.1. As up be-
comes large (beyond up ≈ 1.1), the domain regresses back
to a planar deflagration front. The time scale of the ki-
netics is now much faster than all others in the model,
including that of the traveling waves. All input energy
input is quickly consumed and dissipated.
The inter-pulse regions of the bifurcation diagram show
a diverse set of behavior, including wave modulation. In
Fig. 6, the vertical lines correspond to the simulation
histories of Fig. 7 for two and three wave cases. For
this region of operability space in up, the waves travel
unsteadily with modulation similar to that which is ob-
served in experiment (Figs. 2 and 3). In the bifurcation
diagram of Fig. 6, the wave modulation for the two wave
branch is bounded by stable two wave propagation on
both sides of the instability. The modulation region for
the three wave branch is bounded by a jump to the two
wave branch and by stable three wave propagation.
The bifurcation diagram of Fig. 6 shows structure. A
planar delfagration branch exists and is predominantly
linear with up. Branches exist for each number of travel-
ing waves that interact in some manner, giving intervals
of up where the wave dynamics are not steady. Tran-
sitioning from steady propagation (a number of waves
moving at constant velocity) to unsteady propagation
constitutes a bifurcation to an instability.
Using the numerical simulations from Fig. 6 as ini-
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FIG. 7. Modulated wave trajectories in the laboratory refer-
ence frame from numerical simulations corresponding to the
vertical lines in Fig. 6.
tialization seeds, we construct an estimate of the com-
plete bifurcation diagram using pde2path for the param-
eters listed in Table II. The system of Eqns. 8 and 9
are modified to produce steady profiles by including an
imposed offsetting advection velocity and performing the
2-parameter continuation with up and the imposed ve-
locity. See Appendix A for the complete formulation of
the continuation problem.
Figure 8 contains several distinct branches of solutions
for the model system: one ‘trivial’ branch and five trav-
eling wave branches. Along these branches, solid lines
indicate regions of stability whereas dotted lines indi-
cate unstable regions. The ‘trivial’ branch is the locus of
points satisfying the input-output energy balance with
no contributions from traveling waves. This is the de-
flagration branch: the locus of solutions where a planar
front spanning the domain consumes and quickly dissi-
pates all input energy. Because of the viscous regular-
ization of the model system, there exists a small region
of stability around this branch where diffusion inhibits
wave growth. We note that in the system without vis-
cous regularization, this is not necessarily the case. Any
change in concavity with Burgers’ type flux (without dif-
fusion) leads to wave growth and shock formation, and
therefore a perturbation off the deflagration branch may
indeed lead to wave formation if the local energy gain
exceeds the local energy dissipation.
The single traveling wave branch is a closed solution
branch - an isola - that exhibits stability for the top half
of the branch. The region of stability is bounded by
fold bifurcations at the extremes of the isola. The solu-
tion branches of higher number of waves are qualitatively
similar to the single-wave branch: each possesses a region
of stability (with the exception of the five wave branch,
which is everywhere unstable for these model parame-
ters) bounded by bifurcations to instability.
N = 1
N = 2
N = 3
N = 4
N = 5
Deflagration Branch
6
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FIG. 8. Bifurcation diagram replicating that of Fig. 6 com-
puted from numerical continuation. Emanating from the triv-
ial deflagration branch are 5 traveling wave branches. For
each traveling wave branch, solid lines correspond to stable
propagation and bashed lines correspond to unstable solu-
tions. The single-wave traveling branch is a closed ring of
solutions - an isola. Corresponding wave speeds along the
traveling wave branches are shown in (b). Hopf bifurcations
exist at the transition from stability to instability for the trav-
eling wave branches, marked by diamonds. Along the Hopf
branches are time-periodic modulations of wave speed, ampli-
tude, and phase difference.
The wave speeds along the branches vary dramatically
- by a factor of two for some branches - though they sat-
urate at about the same value across branches. Relative
to the CJ speed of detonations for the Majda detonation
analog (DCJ = 2q = 2), their speed is about 80 - 90%
of the theoretical maximum. As up and the number of
waves increases, there is marked drop in wave speed and
amplitude, consistent with direct numerical simulations
and experiments with large wave counts [5].
D. Self-Similarity and Domain Length
In Fig. 9, the single- and double-wave branches of Fig.
8 plotted alongside branches of the same system but dif-
ferent domain lengths: L = 2pi (the original system),
L = 3pi/2, and L = pi. The traveling wave branch for
N = 1 on a L = pi domain is identical to that of the
N = 2 wave branch on a L = 2pi domain. The system is
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FIG. 9. (a) A bifurcation diagram showing N = 1 and N = 2
branches of the original model system (domain length of L =
2pi) alongside two additional cases: N = 1 on L = 3pi/2, and
N = 1 on L = pi. Note that the traveling wave branches are
self-similar - the curves of N = 1 on L = pi and N = 2 on
L = 2pi overlay identically, including the wave speeds, shown
in (b). The maximum wave speed and amplitudes for the
model system with parameters listed in Table II shows strong
dependence on the domain length, in effect changing the time
scale for the round-trip time of the detonation wave.
self-similar, scaled by domain length. Furthermore, the
wave speeds are along these branches are also equivalent.
Increasing the domain size from L = pi, the N = 1 branch
detaches from the deflagration branch and forms an isola.
With further increase in domain size, the isola decreases
in size. A point of criticality exists where the domain
is too large to support a single wave: the transit time
of the wave becomes too long compared to the time re-
quired for parasitic deflagration to self-steepen and form
an additional wave. At this point of criticality, the N = 1
isola ceases to exist, though the N = 2 branch detaches
from the deflagration branch and forms a new isola. This
process of isola formation and destruction repeats indef-
initely with each doubling of the domain length. Note,
however, that the regions of stability of the self-similar
branches (N = 1 on L = pi and N = 2 on L = 2pi) are
not consistent: for this set of parameters, instability only
exists for wave count greater than one.
E. The Hopf Bifurcation to Wave Modulation
The traveling wave branches of Fig. 8 each posses a
region of stability: the detonations propagate stably with
a constant velocity through time. However, there exist
Hopf bifurcations that spawn branches of periodic orbits
away from the stably-propagating pulse train. By adding
an appropriate Hopf constraint (see Appendix A), the
continuous branch of orbits - the Hopf branches - can
be extracted. For the two and three wave cases, these
branches are shown in Fig. 10 with example solution
plots. Note that for these branches, we have not evalu-
ated stability - we have only traced the branch location
in parameter space.
The branches intersect the traveling wave branches at
two points. At each intersection is a Hopf bifurcation.
Along these Hopf branches, the period of oscillation and
the amplitudes of phase differences, wave amplitudes,
and wave speeds are all modulated: the branches con-
stitute the possible states of modulation for the given
parameters. These variations in propagation behavior
are exhibited in Fig. 10. At each intersection with the
traveling wave branches (the end points of the curves in
Fig. 10a), the modulation is low in phase difference am-
plitude, though the modulation onset frequency is about
a factor of two faster for the higher energy (larger up)
cases.
At each local extreme of phase difference oscillations,
the waves interact solitonically as in the experiments of
Figs. 2 and 3. From the collection of waves, the pair that
interact exchange strength and undergo a phase shift.
This is clearest in Figs. 10d and 10g-10h. At the onset
of modulation (approached from a high up), the phase
differences between the interacting wave pairs is large,
as are the apparent phase shifts. As the oscillations in
phase differences grow, the phase shifts between inter-
acting pairs decreases. In the extreme limit of the three
wave Hopf branch, the phase shifts become such that the
weaker of the interacting waves is overrun and the phase
shifts are zero, resulting in the reduction of the number
of traveling waves. Similar phenomena occur for Hopf
branches of higher wave count, as shown in Fig. 8 along
the 4-wave Hopf branch.
Figure 11 compares a single-period of oscillation for
two rotating detonation waves in an experiment and in
simulation of the analog system. Both are displayed in
the average-speed reference frame. The behavior of the
waves in the experiment and model share the same quali-
tative behavior, including exchange of wave strength, and
similar phase shifts through the interaction. However,
the period of oscillation (shown in number of wave round-
trips around the domain, based on average wave speed)
of the model does not match that of the experiment,
though the model likely is not quantitatively matching
all timescales of interest (chemical, injection, mixing, and
wave transit time). Note that we have not performed any
parameter selection techniques nor have we fit the model
to data. Provided the aforementioned time scales are
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such that the model can support traveling detonation
waves, the bifurcation structure and wave interactions
are qualitatively similar.
V. DISCUSSION
Rotating detonation waves have been experimentally
observed to exhibit solitonic propagation, especially in
wave pair interactions, where wave strengths are swapped
and phase shifts are imposed (Fig. 11). In performing
numerical simulations and a numerical bifurcation anal-
ysis of the rotating detonation analog system, we qual-
itatively reproduced the behavior seen in experiments.
Thus, the rotating detonation wave analog sufficiently
mimics real-engine behavior, including the bifurcation
structure, wave selection transients, and modulation of
detonation waves.
In this section, we wish to emphasize the main findings
of this study and how they relate to the development of
the rotating detonation engine. First, we establish that
the global gain dynamics are the mechanisms responsi-
ble for the observed physics. Next, we discuss the scales
of interaction in the system and the solitonic behaviors
they produce. Within this context, we establish the mod-
ulational instability of rotating detonation waves as the
fundamental instability of the system. Lastly, the engi-
neering implications of this study are discussed, including
stability, control, and scaling.
A. Global Gain Dynamics
The process of mode-locking of rotating detonation
waves implies a significant communication pathway be-
tween the waves. This is a direct contradiction to clas-
sical detonation theory. Steady detonations are super-
sonically moving fronts, meaning they are ‘unaware’ of
the fluid ahead of the wave. Similarly, the combustion
products behind the detonation wave travel away from
the shock front at a velocity sonic relative to the wave
front. This implies that there are no characteristics that
can propagate from the burnt side of the detonation up-
stream to the location of heat release. The rotating det-
onation engine possesses two physical constraints on the
problem that lifts the restriction of wave (communica-
tive) isolation. First, the domain is periodic, not infinite
or pseudo-infinite in many classical studies, and second,
the reactant ahead of the detonation waves is a function
of the cumulative history of the detonation waves.
Periodicity means that the waves see the tail of the
preceding wave (or, in the case of one wave, its own
tail). The behavior of the detonation waves is neces-
sarily dependent not only on the local combustion at the
shock front (where classical detonation theory stops), but
also the time scales for energy dissipation and propel-
lant recovery. These three physical processes have four
different time scales corresponding to: (i) combustion,
(ii) round-trip time of the detonation wave, (iii) dissi-
pation (exhaust processes), and (iv) gain recovery (in-
jection and mixing). These time scales vary by several
orders of magnitude in real engines, with combustion be-
ing the fastest (sub-microseconds) and dissipation being
the slowest (millisecond).
These time scales are related. The time scale of com-
bustion is related to the amount of reactant ahead of the
comubstion zone and the quality of the mixing processes.
The transit time of the wave is governed by the heat
release associated with the detonation wave (Chapman-
Jouguet theory), but also by the properties of the in-
gested gas, as they are not necessarily at standard or
injected conditions. Likewise, the properties of the fluid
in the inter-pulse space is governed by the slower-scale
dynamics of the exhaust processes. The rotating deto-
nation analog succeeds in capturing the dynamics seen
in experiments because the physical processes and their
time scales are included and properly coupled.
We therefore claim that the global gain dynamics are
responsible for the observed dynamics. It is insufficient
to consider exclusively the physics of the front - classical
detonation theory in this case - to describe the dynam-
ics of the collection of waves. This approach also con-
trasts the convention of the field of autosolitons. Typical
solitary structures in driven-dissipative systems are held
together because of the local balance of gain, loss, non-
linearity, and dispersion. In the RDE, the local balance
physics cannot be decoupled from the global gain dynam-
ics.
B. The Fundamental Instability
The modulation seen in RDE experiments and sim-
ulations has been characterized as ‘galloping’ rotating
detonation [9, 62, 63]. This term is adopted from the
phenomenon whereby one dimensional detonations un-
dergo a Hopf bifurcation to front modulation followed
by period-doubling to chaotic propagation [29, 48]. In
these studies, activation energy is typically taken to be
the bifurcation parameter. Qualitatively, the behavior of
‘galloping’ detonation is very similar to the modulation
seen in RDEs: the frontal motion of the waves and peak
pressures oscillate through time, just as in Figs. 2 and 3,
though naturally the studies of ‘galloping’ detonation are
performed on pseudo-infinite, 1-dimensional domains.
The viscous Majda detonation analog [44] does not ex-
hibit the aforementioned nonlinear dynamics of real det-
onations. The nonlinear stability of detonations of the
viscous Majda detonation analog has been evaluated with
rigor with Evans function-based techniques [31, 32, 43] -
indeed, no Hopf bifurcation exists ”in a normal parame-
ter range or in the limit of high activation energy” [31].
As the RDE analog system is fundamentally a modifi-
cation of Majda’s model to include global gain dynam-
ics, we claim that the inclusion of these terms and the
restriction to a periodic domain is responsible for the
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FIG. 10. The two- and three-wave branches of the bifurcation diagram of Fig. 8 each posses regions of stability and instability.
Hopf bifurcations from the steadily traveling wave branches exist at these transitions and are reproduced in (a). By continuing
the Hopf branches, one can extract a diverse set of potential modulational behavior. In (a), the period of the orbits along
the two- and three-wave Hopf branches are displayed by number of wave round trips (based on wave speed averaged over one
period) as a function of the bifurcation parameter. Example Hopf orbits for the two wave branch are shown in (b)-(e) and in
(f)-(i) for the three wave branch. These orbits are displayed in the mean-velocity reference frame. Along the Hopf branches,
the amplitude of the phase differences and the waves vary dramatically. For the three wave branch, in the extreme limit of each
wave-pair interaction, the stronger of the two interacting waves overruns the weaker wave resulting in a reduction of number
of waves by one. This phenomenon is shown in (i).
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FIG. 11. Extracted Hopf orbits after the onset of a modulational instability in an experiment and in the numerical continuation
of the RDE analog system. The two detonation waves interact through global gain dynamics, producing a distinct and repeatable
kinematic trace. The model is in good qualitative agreement with the experimentally obtained orbit.
formation of the Hopf bifurcation to modulation. Fur-
thermore, the physical mechanisms responsible for the
modulation in these cases are fundamentally different:
for rotating detonation waves, this is the interplay of the
processes contributing to the global gain dynamics. In
‘galloping’ detonations, the mechanism is encapsulated
solely within the local frontal dynamics, including those
of induction, reaction, and expansion of gases. By exten-
sion, we claim that this type of modulational instability
found in RDEs is unique and fundamental to the RDE.
As seen from the bifurcation diagrams of Figs. 8 and 9,
for a given number of waves, to arrive at any behavior
other than steady propagation, the operating point must
first pass through this Hopf bifurcation.
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C. Engineering Implications
1. Stability and Control
In this study, we established for the first time sta-
bility limits on rotating detonation waves and have be-
gun to characterize the instabilities present in the sys-
tem. Knowing the operability maps of the engine (anal-
ogous to the bifurcation diagrams of Fig. 8) and re-
gions of instability means that an engine controller and
actuation schemes can be conceptualized to maneuver
about the operability maps, especially in the presence of
multi-stability and hysteresis. This generalizes for multi-
parameter operability maps and bifurcation diagrams.
Additionally, sensing can be performed by a small num-
ber of point-measurements of the frequency spectrum
(via fast-response piezoelectonic pressure sensors, for ex-
ample). The operating frequency spectrum, domain ge-
ometry, and wave count fully define the location of the
operating point in the bifurcation diagrams.
2. Performance and Design
Although the RDE analog system is still qualitative
in nature, we can nevertheless examine metrics related
to performance. In experiments, a readily observed met-
ric is wave speed. In classical detonation theory, det-
onation wave speed is directly related to the heat re-
lease associated with the wave [16]. However, in the
RDE, this is a misleading metric for performance. Be-
cause the detonation physics cannot be decoupled from
the global gain dynamics, the measured wave speed is a
property of the system, not only of the detonation wave
front. To exemplify this, we refer to experimental studies
[36] where decidedly shallow-fronted pulses exist in RDE
chambers traveling at speeds comparable to the acous-
tic velocity of combustion products. However, if related
to the Chapman-Jouguet speed of detonation for stan-
dard conditions, these speeds are of the same order. The
physical difference in these scenarios is the mean com-
bustor state. In the RDE, the properties of the fluid
ingested by the wave are significantly higher tempera-
ture and pressure than a 1-dimensional detonation prop-
agating through standard conditions. If the upstream
state of a detonation wave increases in temperature and
pressure (or in the RDE analog system, an increase in
u), less heat release is required to attain the Chapman-
Jouguet condition for detonation formation [39]. Wave
speed as a performance metric is therefore misleading
without quantitative measurements of the fluid prior to
detonation wave arrival.
An example of the interplay between wave speed and
base state of the fluid in the domain is shown in Fig. 9.
Among the different domain lengths, the peak wave speed
and wave amplitudes do not coincide. In general, the
fastest waves have lower base-to-peak amplitudes than
that of the local maximum. Because the RDE analog
system also captures parasitic deflagration, we propose
an alternative metric by which one can compare the state
of the system to the ‘trivial’ deflagration branches of Figs.
6, 8, and 9. This is simply the average of the square
of the domain: u2. The analogous physical property is
combustion chamber pressure [37].
We postulate that to form strongest detonation waves,
the time scales of injection, exhaust, and the transit time
of the waves should match. Significant attention has been
devoted to injection and mixing within these engines, ef-
fectively shortening their associated time scales. How-
ever, decreasing this time scale exclusively will only lead
to an increased affinity for parasitic deflagration. As an
example, we refer to the premixed rotating detonation
engine experiments from the United States Air Force Re-
search Laboratory [7]. In this experimental study, during
operation of the engine, stationary flames were attached
to the injection sites in an extreme version of parasitic
deflagration. The traveling waves propagated at a speed
comparable to the acoustic speed of the combustion prod-
ucts of the propellant. In this scenario, it is probable that
the time scales associated with combustion were far too
short to match the relatively long time scale of dissipa-
tion. Perhaps the most straightforward manner in which
the time scale of the exhaust processes can be short-
ened to match those of injection and mixing is by lifting
the constraint of constant-annular area ducts. By allow-
ing the flow to expand through an area expansion, the
flow can travel, supersonically, away from the combus-
tion zone. This is not necessarily the case for constant-
area annular ducts, where a strong pressure gradient is
required to push the flow away from the combustion zone
towards a mechanical or thermal choke point, increasing
the residence time of a fluid particle as it travels through
the RDE [21, 38].
To mimic such an area constriction or expansion in the
RDE analog, the loss coefficient can be modified. In Fig.
12, displayed are several modeled systems with parame-
ters as listed in Table II. Fixing the chemical potential
of the modeled fluid (q = 1) and the injection sensitivity
threshold (up = 0.65), the domain length and loss coef-
ficient  are varied. In (a), these single-wave branches
are displayed along side the deflagration branch for the
system. As the loss coefficient is reduced (corresponding
to a weak pressure gradient, perhaps because of a long
flowpath or the addition of a geometric choke), the trav-
eling wave branches merge with the deflagration branch:
there is no discernible difference in u2. Physically, by in-
creasing chamber pressure, the time scale associated with
the kinetics becomes increasingly small, meaning defla-
gration is promoted in the entirety of the domain. The
percent difference of u2 between the traveling wave and
deflagration branches are displayed in (b). The domain
lengths (L = 0.72pi and L = 2.16pi) were empirically de-
termined to be the shortest and longest (respectively)
domain lengths to support a single traveling wave for the
chosen model parameters. For the shortest round-trip
distance (domain length of L = 0.782pi), u2 is the high-
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FIG. 12. In (a), u2 is displayed for both the deflagration and single-wave solution branches for varying domain lengths as a
function of the dissipation coefficient. The percent improvement over the deflagration branch (taken as the magnitude of the
red arrow in (a) normalized by the value of the deflagration branch at that location) is shown in (b). In the limit of weakly
dissipative rotating detonation mode, the traveling wave branches merge with the deflagration branch.
est, but there is a negligible difference between it and a
planar deflagration. For the longest round-trip distance
(domain length of L = 2.16pi), u2 can attain the low-
est value of the displayed systems, but the magnitude of
u2 is nearly 70% higher than that of the planar deflagra-
tion. A trade-off therefore exists: for propulsion systems,
a general goal is to increase chamber pressure (u2 as pre-
sented here). However, this corresponds to decreasing ,
which in turn limits the strength of the waves, or in the
extreme limit, eliminates all traveling waves. To increase
dissipation corresponds to decreasing chamber pressure,
as one might expect. To do so would create a decid-
edly worse-performing engine than a deflagration-based
system. But curiously, the chamber pressure for the ro-
tating detonation mode can nearly double that of the
trivial deflagration mode - a significant improvement can
be had for these specific conditions.
The curves associated with traveling waves in Fig. 12
terminate for increasing . At the terminus marks the
condition where dissipation now is the dominant physi-
cal process in the chamber - beyond this point, the wave
is no longer in communication with its tail and it loses
its mode-locking properties. This is shown in Fig. 13.
The traveling wave profile for L = 2.16pi and  = 0.76
(corresponding to the blue diamond marker in Fig. 12)
is plotted along with the associated planar deflagration
front. The time required to dissipate the wave tail dissi-
pates to the state of the deflagration branch is identical to
the transit time of the detonation wave. To contrast the
properties of this wave, a weak wave (corresponding to
the red diamond marker in Fig. 12) is additionally plot-
ted. The weaker wave travels at 50% of the Chapman-
Jouguet speed of the system while the stronger wave trav-
els at 78% of this benchmark speed. Although the base-
to-peak amplitudes of the stronger wave is approximately
14 times greater than that of the weaker wave, their wave
speeds are of the same order.
VI. CONCLUSION
Rotating detonation waves exhibit a remarkable set of
properties, including mode-locking and modulation. In
examining the kinematic traces of the detonation waves,
they are observed to undergo nonlinear interactions char-
acteristic of solitons, including phase shifting and the ex-
changing of amplitude. The canonical solitonic struc-
ture of nonlinear waves is held together by the balance
of nonlinearity and dispersion, subject to either Hamilto-
nian dynamics (the Kortewag-de Vries equation [26], for
example) or local gain-loss dynamics (passively mode-
locked lasers [28], for example). Unlike solitons of either
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FIG. 13. Two traveling wave profiles corresponding to the dia-
mond markers in Fig. 12. In the limit of large dissipation, the
detonation wave beginning and end states are exactly equal
to the magnitude of the deflagration branch. Implied is a
loss of mode-locking properties, since the pulse is now iso-
lated from its environment. The displayed weak wave has a
negligible difference in u2 compared to that of the associated
deflagration state.
Hamiltonian or canonical driven-dissipative systems, ro-
tating detonation waves are held together through global
gain dynamics, where multi-scale physics associated with
the unit processes of injection and mixing, combustion,
exhaust, and wave propagation are all coupled and non-
linearly interact.
The rotating detonation analog system has been shown
to adequately model these unit processes and their as-
sociated time scales. The model is successful in repro-
ducing the solitonic structures and behaviors seen in ex-
periments. Furthermore, we conclude that the behavior
stemming from these multi-scale physics is unique and
fundamental to the rotating detonation engine. With
this study, we evaluate (linear) stability of modeled ro-
tating detonation waves for the first time. We find that
the steadily propagating pulse train undergoes a Hopf bi-
furcation to time-periodic modulation - this bifurcation
to modulation we term the fundamental instability of ro-
tating detonation waves, as this is the bifurcation from
which transient phenomena originate.
Lastly, we acknowledge the engineering tasks at hand
for maturing the rotating detonation engine technology.
Most notably is the matching of time scales for the physi-
cal processes controllable by engineers: injection, mixing,
and exhaust processes.
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Appendix A: Continuation Formulation and Hopf
Constraints
The continuation software pde2path uses the finite ele-
ment method to analyze partial differential equations of
the form [60]
∂u
∂t
= −G (u, µ) (A1)
G (u, µ) = −∇ · (c⊗∇u) + au− b⊗∇u− f (A2)
where u is a function of space and time, µ is a vector of
parameters, and the variables a,b,c correspond to the lin-
ear, advection, and diffusion tensors, and f is the nonlin-
earity. In the finite element formulation on a discretized
domain, this reads as:
Mu˙ = −G (u, µ) (A3)
G (u, µ) = Ku−Mf (u, µ) (A4)
where M is the mass matrix, K is the stiffness matrix
(diffusion term), and Mf is the nonlinearity. The model
exists on a periodic domain, meaning that a continuous
symmetry exists that must be eliminated before attempt-
ing continuation. This is achieved by augmenting the
system with an additional bifurcation parameter, v, cor-
responding to velocity, such that this imposed speed ex-
actly offsets the motion of the waves [59].
Therefore, the model system 8-9 is recast as:
G =
(
ν1K − vKx 0
0 ν2K − vKx
)(
u
λ
)
−
(− 12Kxu2
0
)
−
(
M 0
0 M
)(
kq(1− λ) exp (u−ucα )− u2
k(1− λ) exp (u−ucα )− supλ1+exp (r(u−up))
)
(A5)
The continuous symmetry associated with the peri-
odic boundaries has been removed by the addition of this
phase constraint. We use wave profiles from the direct
numerical simulations from Fig. 6 to initialize the trav-
eling wave branches for continuation.
To compute time-periodic orbits along branches ema-
nating from a detected Hopf bifurcation, an additional
constraint must be imposed to fix the translational in-
variance in time [59]. Here, the imposed velocity of Eq.
A5 is redefined to be the average velocity over the period
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of oscillation of the Hopf orbit. By defining a reference
profile (the steady traveling wave profile, for example),
the profile at each time slice can be compared to this
reference, producing a deviation of traveling wave speed.
Over one period of modulation, the average of these de-
viations from the reference profile are forced to be zero.
Thus, time-periodicity is enforced and the translational
invariance (in time) is fixed with respect to a reference
profile.
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